A   GIFTED  TRANSLATOR
also goose-stepping), with spiked helmets and fixed
bayonets, while another warrior with immense epaulettes
and a gigantic sabre is shouting 'Off with his Bodley
headT The picture, but not the legend, was published
in The Tatler. Wilfrid Jackson, it may be observed, had
an extraordinary gift for translation, especially transla-
tion into verse, which he did with amazing facility.
Whenever any versifying had to be done, such for
example as a poem quoted by Anatole France in one of
his books, it was generally Wilfrid Jackson who turned
it into verse as graceful as the original. 'Give it to
Wilfrid Jackson,' Chapman used to say; 'he will knock
it off in no time.'
Of course Lane's major effort in the sphere of transla-
tion was the complete English edition of the Works of
Anatole France. I am pretty certain it was Chapman
who proposed the scheme, for Chapman always took an
interest in contemporary French and Italian literature,
and here, before going on to speak of Anatole France,
I must make mention of a work of which Chapman was
very proud. This was his translation of Professor
G. P. Clerici's work on Caroline of Brunswick, which,
together with a long introduction from Chapman's pen,
was published in a sumptuous volume, by The Bodley
Head) under the title of A Queen of Indiscretions. In
spite of my admiration and affection for Chapman, I
confess I have never done more, and now certainly
never shall do more, than dip into the book here and
there, or look at the full-page prints (there are fifty-
seven of them) with which it is adorned. But it is
not necessary to read it through, or even to read more
than a sentence or two at random here and there, to
be reminded of Chapman, and that is its main use in
my eyes. With its rich red binding, the gold coat-of-

